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I.

INTRODUCTION

"Infinity Fadtory" is a television ieries about math-

ematics, people, and people using math, produced by the

Education Development Center, Newton, Mass., and funded

under a grant from U.S. Office of Education, ESAA, with

additional start-up support from Carnegie Corporation of

New York, John and Mary Markle Foundation, JDR 3rd

Fund, National Science Foundation, and Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation. Designed for both home and Classroom viewing,

the series presents mathematics in a common-sense.way that

helps children understand the usefulness of mathematics'

in their own lives. The programs are for children aged 8

through 11, especially Blaa and Latino children. A

series of 52 half-hour programs has been produced and is

scheduled for broadcasting over the Public Broadcasting

Service beginning in the Fall of 1976.

"Infinity Factory" mathematics concentrates on six
main area's: decimal number system, measurement (Iwith special

-emphasis on,the metric system), estimation, mapping and

scaling, graphing, and problem solving. The series also

addresses a set of cultural and ethnic goals that reflect

the special ifeeds of minority children in the audience._-
These include: presenting positive Black and Latino role,

models; reinforcing good feelings about one's own group;

representing the inner-city env14ronment positively; and

stressing-the humanistic'perspectives of sharing, coopera-

tion, equality, and self-respect.

1 The OrOgram follows a magazine format;_eaCh:program

treats one main math aleme.froMseveral different persped-

tiveS. The/Major_Segments'of each programare "pdoope.

Place,"4bOut a Bladk faMily rUnning a:neighborhoOdstore in

New York.; "CityFlats," about:a Latin0 family operating
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a bakery in East Los Angeles; "Brownstone" segments,

featuring a multi-ethnic cast of young people in short

skits that 'take place in and around an urban brownstone
apartment house.built in a television studio; and anima-
tion segments. Also featured are."Math in 'the Street" inter-
views and historical segments about the contributions of
notable minority persons.

In conjunction with the trial-broadcaSt season
4

during the Spring of 1976, an eyaluation of eight programs
was conducted. The evaluation study spanned a 10-week
period: one week,for pretesting, eight weeks of in-school
viewing, and one week of posttesting. The program was
viewed in four cities** i71 the United States. Over 1,000

students and their teachers in 39 third to sixth grade

classrooms participated in the study.
0

Among the questions the evaltfation studY-tried to
answer were ithese:

1. Do the "Infinity Factory" programs capture

and hold the attention df the target audience?
2. Do the programs overall and the "Brownstone"

segments, "City Flats," "Scoops' Place," and

animation segments appeal to students?

3. Can students understand and follow the dramatic

story,lines of the programs?

* The.eight programa evaluated were:

Program Broadcast Number Topic
A 114 Measurement.of Time
B 127 Rounang Off and Approximation,
C . 13.0 Measurement of Weight'
D 131 Mapping and Scaling

* *

103
123

G 129
132

Graphini
. .

Estimation of Quantity
Measurement of Weight
Mapping and Scaling

Bdaton, Massachusetts;Aawrence, Massachusetts.; Los AngOles, California;
and NeW York, New York



4. To what extent_doestheeightpro-gram 'mini-
series" meets its objectives in the areas of
learning of math content, attitudes toward
math, and social attitudes?

.

5. What are teachers' opinions of the effectiveness
of the programs and their usefulness in the
classroom?

The evaluation study included two parts:

,1) Series, analysis involved an examination of the

effectiveness of the eight programs taken as,

a whole through statistical analyses of pretest/

posttest differences, subscales based on res-

ponses over eight programs, and trends over

eight programs. Series analysis focussed on

student attention, student appeal, studerits'

compre4nsion of dramatic story lines, students'

knowledge of math content, students' attitudes,

ana teachers' attitudes.

Show-by-show analysis presented a descriptive

report,on each of the eight programs in the areas

of student-attention, student appeal, teachers'

opinioni of the programs, and the number and

kinds of related classroom activities.

Results of the evaluation study support the conclusions

that the "Infinity Factoky" programs are able to capture

and hold students' attention; that the programs have high

appeal for Black, Latino, and non-target students; that the

mathematical objectives of the series were generally met

for all student groups; and that teachers consider the pro-

grams effective and useful.

Overtall scores impro'ved significantly from pretest to

posttest on a measure of students' social and math attirudes

related to series goals, and on at mdasure of students' atti-
1

tudes toward television programs about math. On the whole,
6



however', results in the area of student attitudes were not as

dramatically positive as results in the areas of knowledge of

math content, student attention, and student appeal.

The following is a brief description of the procedures

followed in the evaluation study, a summary of the major

findings, and some highlights of those findings. Recommen-

dations based on the evaluation are included at the end of

this summary.

11
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PROCEDURES

During the week before the first ptogram, pretests
were administered Which measured:*

- - students' knowledge of math content, using a 20-
,

item instrument made up of 14 statements with which students_

either agreed (by circling yes) or disagreed (by circling

no), and 6 free-response(fill in the blank) items. The
'20 items covered a range of math content area; dealt wfth

in the eight programs.

students' attitudes toward television, math, and

television programs on math; for each of these three con-
.

cepts, students checked boxes to indicate whether they

considered .the concept exciting or boring, flun or no fun,

easy or hard, good or nb good, and whether they liked it or

didn't like it.

- - a range bf students' attitudes related to the

cultural and social goals of the series, using 14.statements

with which students either agreed'(by circling yes) or

disagreed (by circling no).

teachers' attitudes toward educational televi-

sion, math, and television'programs dn'matif,:using a

semantic differential instrument.

During each of the eight weekly viewing sessions,

a trained observer (drawn from local universities or school

systems) visited each class. The viS'itor recorded any

related activities which took place before or after pro-
gram viewing. While students and teacher were viewing

_

the 1)rogram, the visitor recorded eye contact and active

responses for two groups .of five students at 15-second

*With these instruments and all student-instruments used. in the evaluation,
the tester arid students read through the entire instruiint together, in
order to minimize pioblems due to differenCes'inreading Ability.



intervals. Immediately following program viewing, the

visitor and students together read through a weekly response

form. On one side of this form, students checked boxes

to indicate whether they rated the show overall,

"Brownstone" segments, "City Flats," "Scoops' Place,"

and animation segments as hard or easy, good or no gooC and

fun or no fun. On the other side were ten items relating

to comprehension of story line, knowledge of math content,

attitudes toward math, and social attitades, with which

students agreed (by circling yes) or disagreed (by circling

no). For Show B (rounding off) and Shows C and G (measure-

ment of weight), two free-response items were also included.

The weekly response form took the class about fifteen

minutes to complete'. 1

.At the satfte,time, the teacher completed a 39-item

questionnaire dealing with eleven areas related to the pro-

gram: educational effectiveness, class preparation, program

guides, use of langage in the programs, program presentation,
---

technical quality of reception, student attention, program-

appealo math content, math attitudes, and social attitudes.

Teachers were also encouraged to write any comments

they might have on 'specific aspects of the program and/or

thanges they would suggest. Teachers were asked to report

any follow-up activities that took place during the. week and

to describe any references to the program made by students

during the week.

During the week following the eighth program, students'

knowledge of math content, students' attitudes, and teachers'

ttitudes,were measured. again using the same instruments as

before the first program. --1In addition, teachers were asked

several open-ended questions 4out their overall reaCtions to

the series.

9



MAJOR FINDINGS
ve

Student Attention

The mean percentage of student attention for the eight
programs was very high (91.37)., and did not decline signifi-
cantly over the eight programs. held significantly
higher or lower student attention tha other pnograms.
Attention generally declined during the historical seg-

,
ments, the "Math in the Street" segments, and the "Math
Fact" segments.which used the "night club" setting.

Student Appeal

Student appeal ratings foi the shows overall, "Brown-
. stone" segments, "City Flats," "Scoops'Place," and anima-
tion segments were ve,ry high; all were above 2.16 on a
3-point rating scale.

Appeal ratings declined less than 57 over eight
programs for "City Flats," ."Scoops' Place," and animation
segments, and'less than 10% for the shows overall and
"Brownstone" segments. These declines, although statis-

.

tically significant, are quite small and could be expected
as the nokrelty of participating in a study and-of watching
a television show in school gradually wears-off over
eight weeks.

Appeal ratings of Black and Latino students were
generally higher than of non-target students. Of particular
interest.is ehe finding that-Black-and Latino -students'
appeal ratings for "Scoops' Place" and "Gtty Flats" were
similar.

Younger students rated the appeal of "City. Flats"
-higher than older students, and girls rated the appeal bf
the show overall, "Brownstone" segments, and "bity Flats"
higher than boy's.



,

.omprehensidn of Story line

A Comprehension SubsCale was. constructed by randomly,'

'selecting 2.4 comprehension items from .the eight meekly
N'

student response,forms.. The OveiaIl mean,percentage corxect

on,this subscale. was 78%. Comprehension Sub:scale ,

4

scorqs were comparable for Black, Latino, and
18,

non-target students. Scores were higher for olaer than younger

students, as might be expected. Scores.were comparable for
\

boys and girls.,..
;i

. Knowledge of Kath Cohtent

All student groups:Showed significant gains in know-_ :..

ledge of math content after eight programs; the Mean, imp oVe-

ment Was over three points orLthe 20.-item:M:thf,Conten re-. .

i

. ..

f test/posttest,

/ Non-
.

target stuaents showed more improvement. than

/'

..

. ., -
1 Black and Lating students, Older stu-denti improved more-

/ .. >-
than younger students,-And'hoys and girl's performea comparably.

Knowledge of math content was,also-assessed bY a

Math Content Subscale constructed from twelve randomly-

i selected math,content.items from the eight weekly student

response forms. Results on this measure were in agree-

ment with results on the math content pretest/posttest.

Of particularf4lote is the fidding that all student .

groups showed sgnificant gains in knowledge 6f math con-

° ,tent on bioth measures uSed.- Also interesting is the finding

that, while Black and Latino students (at.whbm the series

is especially aimed) showed significant gains in math'know-

----ledge--non--,targetilstudents also benefitted: substantially

from watching these programs which feature Black and

Latino characters.

Some highlights of the results concerning math,con-

tent learning:

1.1
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-- Before viewing the. series, 34% of students in the
,

Sample were able to rOund off two-digit numbersiporrectly;

another 31% left these questions blank. After watching

Show B on rolanding off, 62% of students answered questions

about rounding off'correctly. Seven weeks jater, more than

60% of students still answered questions about rounding

off correctly.
p

Before viewing the series, 107 of students in the

. sample knew the number of pounds in a kilogram. After

watching Show C on metric weight, 227 knew the correct
\

answer. After watching.Show G, the second show on metric

%r... wht, 44% knew;the number of pounds in a kilogram. Three
.

weeks later, 2,3% of students ansWered correctly, still more

than twice the.number w o knew the correct answer before

viewing theseries.

--P-The number of,chiidren who recOgnized that one

cot4d count'off seconds by saying "a thousand and one, a

thousand ifici tWo, etc." went 4615m53% before the series to

94%.after ShowA,, which included'this idea,t. Seven weeks

later, 88% of the studentS- contiegd to rq,call this method.
.

7- Students-were asked to disagree or agree with the

4 StiteMent: ..:711Kilograms-Csn.tell you 'hait.tall\YOu are.' '

. Before the ser1e6.,- 50°Z,-Answered correctly.. After viewing

Show' G. On metric weitht, 71% answere&xori.ectly. Two w eks

-after Show G, 67% still answeeedcorredtly.
1 ,-

,AJ .StUdent Attitudes

. , Overall mean Scores on the measure of students' social\
,

and math attitudes".rerated to series goalS improved signi-

fid-anily from pretest -to posteest. Ga
\

,ins we;te bigher for
,..

Black stusants thih nonrta'rget studentS,-but there were nd

significant:differences' between Black .and Latino students'
. . ,

61,
.

scores and' between Lat' 6 And non-target students' scores .
.. , , .;

:-- Gaipti were greater f r girls.tban4boys; Ihowever',", there wasr
. . . .

no difference betWeem yolinger and older exudent<slcores. .

_.

I.



no significant differences between overall
pretest and posttest scores on measures of attitudei-toward

television and attitudes toward math. In addition-,-there-
_

_

were no significant differences-among ethnic groups, ages,
and sexes on these twdmeasures.

Overall mean sttd'res on the measure of attitudettoward
television progiams abadt,math improved-Significantly from_

pretest to posttest. B. cRIrstudents showed significantly
greater gains than non-target students, while there were no
significant differences between Black and Latino and Latino
and_nssztarget-students. There were no significant age

differinces found on this measure.

Sttidents' Ocial,and math attitudes related to series
goals were also assessed-by an Attitude Substale made.up of

18 Aandomly selected attitude items from the eight weeklY-

stuaent response-forms. There were no significant differences

. amcg ethnic grotips or between boys and girls on this measure.

HOwever, A:ttitude Subscale scores were significantly greater

for older than younger students%

Of-particular note are the findings that thgre were

significant overall gains from pretest to,posttest.o.nmpures
of social and math attitudes related to series .goals'Xand on

attitudes toward television programs on math. On-the whole,

however, attitudinal gains-from pretest to posttest were not

as great as those found on knowledge of math content. In.addi-

tion, findings were-not as dramatically positive as those found
on attention, appeal, comprehension, and teather responses.

These results.indicate the difficulty of changing attitudes,

and cif Aasuring that change, after only eight programs.

teacher-Responses

, Teachers' attitudes toward educational television

imprOved significantly from pretest to posttest.- This..

1 3
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suggests that teachers considered their experience with

-the "InfinityFiEE6iF series to be a' Positive one.

Teachers' responses on the weekly questionnaire were,

generally positive; mean ratings were above 707. fOr all

areas rated except class preparation (437.), which monitored

whether teachers prepared students for the program. The

mean percentage of teachers rating each show educationally

effective was 737.. Teachers rated the program consistently

highon use of language and s'tudent attention; they rated

the.program guides somewhat lower.

A number'of teachers (about 207. each week) checked

"voices" as an area needing improvement. Their comments indi-

cate that the problem is not with the use of non-standard

English (which most teachrs considered appropriate within the

context of the pro:r. :u.io signal problems and

::thelrdiction of some cast members-. There were no significant

declfriet in teachers' ratings of any area.-of the show over the
eight weeks.

At the end of the eight-week evaluation period; 867.

of the 36 teachers responding to an open-ended opinion form

described their overall opinion of the series as positive.
Specific aspects of the programs which recei3.red--fax-r-orable

comments were:

- - effectiveness of the program in motivating stu-

dents toward math and relating math to real

-life (447.);

-- cultural and social aspects of the program (42%);

student apPeal and program presentation (37%); and

math'content (287.).

(A humber of teacheri commented on more than one
aspect of the program;)

In general, teachers consideredithe level of math

content more appropriate for younger than older students,

and they considered the programs more effectivel in motivating
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students toward math than in presenting math content. These-

findings,4e consistent_with the producers' primary aims of

introducing math topics, showing their relevance, and

arousing students' interest in math. The programs are not

intended as a complete instruction package.

Related Activities

About 507 of the 39 classes participating in the

study engaged in activities related to the programs before

and/or after the first four programs, and about4070 engaged

in related activities.before and/or after the last four pro-

grams. .An overwhelming majority of these dealt only with the

math content ok the show. These findings indicate that more

support would

aware Of and make,use of the full.range. of educational

opportunitie8:-- cultural and scicial as well as math pro-
vided by theyrograMs.

15
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Results of the'evaluation study support the conclu-

sions that the eight programs met with overall success as

determined by measures of attention, appeal, comprehension,

knowledge of math content, students' attitudes, andteacher

responses. The following recommendations, based on the

resuts of the evaluation study and on the experiences of the

evaluators in conducting the study, are made for distribution

of the series, use-in schools, ongoing production, and onioing

evaluation.

l. Dissemination efforts should stress the advantages

of the seripc for a non-1arget-Lauel4eme1r1 s

the target audience since evaluation findings

indicate that non-target students liked-the prograM

and benefitted from math content presented in a

multiCultural context.

2. Dissemination efforts aimed toward schools should

include more extensiVe orientation for teachersv-

with particular emphasis on ,the series'-objectives

(both math and cultural/social), the rationale for

the series, and'how the television programs and

prograni guides .can be used more effectively in

schools.

3. The program guides should include more ways to

develop positive social, cultural, and math atti-

_
tudes in a classroom settineiince many teachers

rated the program very high km these areas but

focussed mainly oh math content in related class-

room activities they conducted.

. In ongoing production, special attention should,be

given to defining both math and cultural/social pro-
.

. gram objectives more clearly, and to carefully

translating these objectives into program content.

F,
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5. Since the historical and'"Math in the Street"-seg-

ments did not hold attention over the eight-show

series, alternative presentation of the.content in

these sequences should be considered. Also, cer-

tain "Math Fact" segments were found to have low

appeal for-students, and alternative's for these

should be considered:

6. Evaluators found-that show segments which feature

Black or Latino families are,well received by

both Black-andl*Latinovstudents. Therefore, this

type of approach to multicultural education should.

be continued in' future,productions.'

7. Since measuresof appeal and comprehension of

quite-h±gh-foT the target audience

and math content measures somewhat' lower, .it is

suggested that one possible route to improving stu-

dents' math learning might-156a be-Her integration

of dramatic story lino and math content.

8. Special attention should be paid to the diction

of cast members. It is recoMmended that the

series use only actors who can be clearly under-

stood by all segments of the target audience.

., The evaluation findings indicate that younger, and

older students respond differently to the'programs,

especially in the areas of madh content, attitudes,

and comprehension of story line. Therefore, special

attention should be given to the development of

material appropriate for specific age groups, and

each program should contain material appropriate for

different age levels'of the'target audience.

_10. Ttre,spurpose of some shorter segments of the shows

wictkot clear to the evaluators. It is recommended

that the educational objectives, both math and

cultural/soCial, 9f,these shorter Segments-be

.planned and-integrated into the context of the

overalI-piogram as carefully as the,-majbt, segments.'
qtr
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11. Ongoing content analysis of programs shbuld be

implemented during production in order to monitor
-

the degree to which each program segment meets

its objectives. This information would also be

useful to evaluators in developing items for

criterion-referenced measures of program impact.

12 More careful attention should be given to

relating programs and program segments to spe-

cific cultural and social objectives of the series.

13. Althotigh-the-elght-show-ser±as-wasevaluat6d in

the schools, the program were designed primarily

,for home-viewing. Ongoing formative evaluation

efforts should attempt to examine program impact

in a non-school setting. a>

14. A further examination of the effects of attention

and appeal oncbiloprehension, math attitudes and

knowledge of math content is recommended.

15: oDue to the cumbersome and time-consuming nature

of a large-scale-evaluation effort, more informal

evaluation efforts are recommended with smaller

groups.of children. It is further recommended

tha-t this process be built into the program develop-

ment process from the planningtstages on,-in order

to provide ongoing and more immediate feedback

throughout all phases of program development.

1 . Greater tiine should be allowed for the develop-

ment Of evaluation-measdtbs-so that moie exten-

sive piloting procedures could be-initiated. The

smaller-scale, ongoing evaluation recommended

above would facilitate this-proc4ss. Special

attention should be given to the development of

measures of appeal and attitudes, whi-ch are

especially difficult to measure.

18


